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MATERIAL CONCEPTS ARE OF 
CENTRAL IMPORTANCE IN  ARCHITECTURE 

In the Enlightenment the classical order of architec- 
ture was questioned and the modern movement replaced the 
classical order with a free composition of geometry and a belief 
in the identities of materials. 

The classical architecture has its origin in Rome and in 
the Roman interpretation of Greek archicecture. This is de- 
scribed in the treaties of architecture by Vitruvius. He shared the 
view that was held by Plato that the world consisted of the four 
elements earth, water, air, and fire, and described how the 
materials and human beings were dependent of the elements, 
and thought that fire first gathered the humans and made them 
speak to each other. 

Material expression was of importance for the archi- 
tecture of Rome. Augustus said that he took over a city of bricks 
but left it in marble: And even the Roman use of the orders 
sometimes formed a relation between material an function, like 
the rusticated pilasters of the Porta Maggiore and its aqueduct 
which the arthistorian John Onians in "Bearers of Meaning"' 
has described as forming a picture of stone in transition like the 
everchanging element ofwater flowing above on the aquedotto. 

In the medieval times material and religious ideas 
seemed to be interwoven sometimes. In the cathedrals light and 
colours almost dissolved architecture and created an immaterial 
experience on earth. And in the transformation of metals, 
alchemists tried to make gold out of lead, aiming for higher goals 
of both material and spiritual value. 

The Renaissance reintroduced the classical architec- 
ture, placed man in the center and made architecture material. 
In palaces of the 15th century the facades became virtual scales 
of textural expression in stone and the building appeared as a 
solid lasting block. Materials became more and more the instru- 
ment for expression of ideas and came to be the constituted 
instrument of the illusions and seduction of the baroque 
"Gesamtkunstwerk." 

STARTINQ WITH SIMPLICITY 

Identities of materials became a source of the architec- 
tural expression of the Enlightenment. And the study of nature 
was held as a major idea to reveal universal orders and laws to 
form a general knowledge. 

In natural science major achievements were made by, 
among others Isaac Newton by his definition of the gravity and 
physical forces, then came the ordering of measure system, the 
great encyclopedia by Diderot, and Linnd's ordering of the 
botanic world. The study and ordering of nature also concerned 

Figure I :  Mangatheringaroundfire,fFom Vitruuiw "Ten Books ofArrhitecture': 

Editied by Cesariano, I521 

materials. Natural laws made it possible to master materials by 
measuring and calculating static and forces, and architectural 
expression was coioured both by rationality and expressiveness 
related to science. 

The studies of geography and history were other 
sciences that affected material ideas. Empirical research led to 
excavations of archeological remains in Herculaneum and 
Pompejii. It also brought thorough studies of the ancient ruins 
in South Italy. The results of these "explorations" did not fit the 
theoretical works of architecture, and therefor they put a ques- 
tion to the supremacy of Vitruvius and the renaissance treaties. 

A new basis of architecture was needed. One of the 
possible alternatives was to construct and return to an origin of 
architecture. Not only as an interest of history and archeology 
but, also by pointing out the primitive wooden house, the stone 
architecture of the Egyptians, and textile constructions of the 
Turks and the Chinese, new topologies with inherent material 
qualities were introduced and constituted an alternative and a 
competitor for the classical architecture. Models of historic use 
of material thus can be said to be an inspiration for the 18th 
century architecture. 
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Figure 2: 'Xlkgory ofArchitecture Returning to Its NaturalModel. " Frontespiece 
to M. -A. Laugier, "Essai sttr /'architecture': 2nd edition, 1755 

In the mid 18th century the Venetian friar Carlo 
Lodoli in Venezia wanted to create a new ar~hitecture.~ He 
claimed the faults of the classical orders and Vitruvius among 
other things the fact that the Greek architecture of the Doric 
order was known to have been a wooden construction trans- 
formed into stone. Lodoli rejected therefore the orders believing 
that it is wrong to copy the principles ofwood in stone. Instead 
he wanted a rational architecture based on science and the 
properties of the materials. Lodoli said that "Architecture must 
conform to the nature of materia1s"~nd categorized materials 
as architecture's first integral part, and proportion, geometry 
and ornament as second to materials saying that "In architecture 
only that shall show that has a definite function, and which 
derives from the strictest ne~essity."~ Lodoli wanted to connect 
architecture with natural science as well as with the study of 
history. 

In France another clerical Abbe Laugier had seen the 
origin of architecture in the primitive hut. This had also been 
described by Vitruvius, but was brought forth by Laugier as a 
natural model for architecture just like Voltaire stressed the 
relations of nature and man.5 Laugier derived all architecture 

t;i,,re 3: Portico modeL at the Marine Museum in khrlskrona, bv Carl Azwust 

from the natural wooden architecture of the hut. 
He was not as rigoristic as Lodoli however, and saw no 

problem in transforming the expression ofwooden architecture 
into stone, but still he claimed the importance of relating the 
architecture to the origin hut. 

In the scenarios of garden architecture huts were 
constructed as pavilions in different materials and constructions. 
If Rousseau's "Emil4" and Defoe's "Robinson Crusoe" were 
immaterial objects of literature these huts became physical 
objects as models and illusions of nature related to man and 
architecture. 

T o  learn from nature and create a culture was a 
pedagogical question. The Swedish officer Carl August 
Ehrensvard (E.) travelled in Italy and acquired a taste for the 
beauty of the arts which he, starting with simplicity wanted to 
transfer to the North. He said that the most beautiful object 
second to man, was the tree and that the properties ofwood were 
the circle, the square and the straight line and the only guidelines 
of archite~ture.~ The properties of stone were according to E. 
only to imitate wood and endure time, and metal had no 
properties and could be treated however you liked. Architecture 
of the earth was to create holes in the ground, but only 
architecture of the tree was to E. beautiful and healthy for man. 

Like Laugier he saw the wooden architecture as a 
source of architecture and in the Doric order he found a classic 
expression of wood architecture. And he made a set of models 
which can be seen in the Marine Museum of Karlskrona which 
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form a simple motif of Doric proportions in an extremely 
"heavy" proportion. Like a set of models of a mechanical 
"alphabet" formed by another Swede, the engineer Christoffer 
Polhem, E. with models seems to have formed a similar peda- 
gogical tool ofarchitecture models. Other examples by E. are the 
manor house Skarva and the inventory chamber of the Arsenal 
at Karlskrona. 

The architecture of the revolutionaw architects, for 
example Ledoux and BoullCe, stressed the importance ofgeom- 
etry, the volume, and the surface of the building, abolished 
ornaments and asserted the constitution of the material. 

In "Von Ledoux bis Le Corbusier" E. Kaufmann 
writes, 

Da die Eigengesetzlichkeit des Stoflichen anerkannt wird, horen 
die Umdeutungen der toten Materiale in  organische Gebilde a u j  
endetdie barocke Allbeseelung. Fur die nachrevolutionare Baukunst 
ist der Stein wieder Stein. Seine naciirliche Beschaffenheit sol1 uoll 
zur Geltung kommen ... ' 

It was necessary to control geometry to execute archi- 
tecture of stone. A valuable stoneblock had to be drawn and cut 
precisely. Furthermore, the weight of the stone was both a 
problem to handle with force and an inherent property that fixed 
the construction and made it solid. With the help of gravity, 
stones locked the structure and gave expression to delicate and 
forceful architecture. 

Stones were used to express geometry and gravitation, 
and big volumes could be plastered to express geometry and 
volume. And thus they becamea material ofuniversal appearence. 
Like for example the former townhall of Copenhagen by C.F. 
Hansen built in 1820. Sometimes visions were greater than the 
possibilities of materials. In projects of enormous dimensions, 
like for instance Etienne BoulC's cenotaph for Newton, a giant 
sphere, without any ornaments, was projected so big that no 
material for its construction was known at that time. 

A GREAT FREEDOM 

The Modern movement brought a freedom of room 
conception and formed an idea of universal materials. Just like 
Lodoli, Adolf Loos claimed the supremacy of material identity 
saying, 

Ein jedes Materialhat seine eigene Fomsprache und kein Material 
kann die Fonnen eines anderen Materials$r sich in Anspruch 
nehmen. Denn die Fomen haben sich aus der Venuendbarkeit und 
Herstellungsweise eines jeden Materials gebildet, sie sind mit dem 
Materialunddurchdas Materialgeworden. Kein Materialgestattet 
einen Eingrzfin seinen Fomenkreis. 

This opinion was understandable when it concerned 
wellknown and traditional materials, but how were architects to 
deal with new use of materials and new materials? 

O f  course the antique natural concrete of pozzolana 
was known from Roman constructions, and industrial produced 
concrete was discovered in the 18thcentury anddeveloped in the 
19th century but was still in the beginning ofthis century a new 
material with a great range of unexplored constructive possibili- 
ties and material expressions. Concrete was believed to be a 
wonder material that would allow to build with the same 
universal material everywhere and would solve major problems 

Figure 4: Cmotaph to Newton. Etienne-Louis BoullPP c. 1785 

Figure 5: Refkrtions in the giass of the facade of Cara del Farrio, Como 

of architecture. But the expressive qualities of the material were 
still not very known and architects became explorers of the new 
material. 

A manifesto of a young group of Italian rationalists 
called "Gruppo 7," formed a renewed architecture based on a 
new aesthetic of concrete. 

According to age-old tradition, stone and brick have their own 
aestetic, born from constructive possibilities by now instinctive to 
us ... Now with reinforced concrete, this scale of values loses its sense 
and its entire raison d'etre. From its new possibilities ... it is under- 
standable that the new aesthetic of reinforced concrete completely 
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Figure 6: Do-mi-no, building rystem, Le Corbusier 1914 

Figure 7: Detailofconcretecoltrtnrction, Goetheanum 11, RRuolfSteiner, Dornach, 
1925. (Picture fiom Sharp, Dennis, "Modern Architecture and &pressionism': 
London, 1966, p. 166) 

Figure 8: House with plastic construction, Staffan Berglund, Toro, in the archi- 
pelagoofStockholm, 1970. (Picnrrefrom, "Handboken Byg, Material. .. ':Stockholm, 
1984, p. 306.) 

escapes most people accustomed to the traditional aesthetic, and 
worse is denied by them. More broad-mindedpeople admit at most 
that the new material can be used in its constructivepurity onlyfor 
buildings of industrial nature and that a special aesthetic can be 
derivedfiom them, not extensible to other forms of architechture. 
Others at most admit a compromise between constructive rational- 
ism and some other elements renewedfiorn past art. And these are 
the best cases. But almost everyone in Italy denies that reinforced 

concrete can attain monumental value. Now there is nothing more 
mistaken. lfthere is any material susceptible of achieving classical 
monumentality, it isprecisely reinforcedconcrete, and it derives this 
qualityf;om rationalism. " 

Glass was another material of new use. Its transparency 
made it a symbol of openness and honesty. In a competition 
entry for the headquarter of the League of Nations in Geneva in 
1926-27, Hannes Meyer said that he used glass in the building 
because he wanted, "No back corridors for backstair diplomacy 
but open glazed rooms for public negotiation of honest men."" 
A similar view with a different political meaning was the 
background for Terragni's Casa del Fascio in Como sharing, 

the Mussolinian concept that Fascism is a glass house into which 
everyonecanpeer, givingrise to the architecturalinterpretation that 
is the complement of this idea: no encumberanre, no barriers, no 
obstacle between the political hierarch and the people. ' ' 

Concrete steel and glass were more or less isotropic 
materials. This means that they were homogeneous and the same 
in every direction. This made them possible to calculate and 
control in a standardized and industrial process which made 
them preferable as materials of the early modern movement. In 
191 8 Le Corbusier formed the building system Domino as a hut 
for the modern architecture. 

With the help of industry and transportation, materi- 
als could be obtained everywhere and universal building mate- 
rials, abused ornaments, and gave architecture distinct form that 
emphasized geometry. These were characteristics that early 
modern architecture shares with the architecture ofthe late 18th 
century. 

Still the vocabulary of materials could be perceived 
both as linear and cubic as the architecture ofAdolf Loos and Le 
Corbusier or as sculptural and organic as in the buildings by 
Rudolf Steiner and Erich Mendelsohn. 

In the late twenties the aesthetics of the machine ofthe 
modern movement were critizised and instead values of reme- 
sentation were of great discussion, as for instance during the 
competition - of the headquarters for the National League in 
Geneva. 

At this time material attitude seemed to renew archi- 
tecture. By using traditional materials in combination with 
concrete, steel, and glass, a contrast and a scale of different 
texture and cultivated materials enriched architecture and com- 
bined tradition and modernity not only as geometrical propor- 
tion but also as physical perception. 

Examples: House for Tristan Tzara by Adolf Loos, 
Paris 1926, Villa Mme Mandrot by Le Corbusier, in Le Prader 
1930-31, Une Maison de weekend Paris 1935, Maison aux 
Mathes 1935, Exposition d'art "primitif' 1935, Tempe a Pailla 
by Eileen Gray 1932-34, Atelier d'artiste by Lingeri, Lago di 
Como 1935-39, Villa Leoni by Lingeri, Campo-Ospedaletto sul 
Lario 1938-42, Casa Malaparte by Adalberto Libera and Curzio 
Malaparte, Capri 1940, and Falling Water by Frank Lloyd 
Wright 1936. 

A NEW REALITY 

As a result of new technologies, new realities conceive 
both physical and virtual concepts of materials. The  concept of 
free room of modern movement was dependent on materials, 
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now it's possible to create even a free material concept. Material 
identities can be programmed and constructed both theoreti- 
cally and physically to create a freedom of material conception. 
The  freedom of material concept will also call for responsibility 
in the handling of reality and illusion. New medias have to be 
commonly available to develop an experience of sensitive criti- 
cism to handle and use the contrast between the material and the 
immaceriai, reality and illusion. 

Technology makes it possible to dematerialize our 
actions and reduce our use of material resources. Material does 
not have to exist, for ages stock brokers have been handling 
values of  immaterial appearance, and the text on  the 
computerscreen does not need any paper and the Internet makes 
communication immaterial, and in architecture computermodels 
and cyberspace will make it possible for us to sense and take part 
of different realities. 

How will we move from one reality to another? What 
will be the relation between the immaterial and material world? 
Perhaps future will bring a new universal material as a mediator 
that can materialize what we see on the screen. 

In "Deutsche Bauzeitung I ,  1996," an issue dedicated 
to materials, the editor claims that the plastic fingertouch of the 
keyboard and the mouse will create a desire to experience the 
material world. Will future bring "holiday trips to reality" and 
experimental parks where we can amuse ourselves in the physical 
world. 

Relation between material and immaterial realities 
and new technologies is present in e.g. the works of the Swiss 
architects Herzog and de Meuron and some of Jean Nouvel's 
works which create a new range ofcontrasting material qualities. 
This shows that we can not one-sidedly take parr only in historic 
or new technology. Instead we have to learn from age old as well 
as from modern techniques and materials. Material use has 
constantly to be evaluated, renewed and techniques have to be 
maintained to enrich modern architectural tradition and meet 
new technology. 

Many restoration projects are great opportunities for a 
sensibility, ro sense expressive qualities ofold and new materials, 
and the workof restoration mostly calls for an architecture which 
adopts co the particular situation ofeach project. In thesameway 
artisans for ages have adopted to the particular piece of material 
with which they were working, the woodcutter to the growth of 
the tree and the mason to the strains of the block of stone, 
pel-cepting the material. With the restoration of modern build- 
ings new questions of material, techniques, and authenticity are 
brought up. 

Examples of restoration: The restoration of the old 
planetarium in Therme di Diocleziano in Rome, by Giovanni 
Bulian, Castel Vecchio in Verona by Carlo Scarpa, House in 
Eichholteren in Switzerland by Donald Judd, The pavilion in 
Barcelona by Mies van der Rohe, Theater in Belfort by Jean 
Nouvel. 

Material identities are more than a discussion of 
tecnology. Imaterially materialsare bearersofmeaning, identity, 
and even form a basic language. This is stated by the German 
philosopher Thomas Raff in his dissertation, "Die Sprache der 
Materialien" from 1994. 

Briefly said, new technology is defined in meanings, 
themes, and forms, and even a relative new material as plastic 
cuulil be a rich story-reller. The French philosopher Roland 
Barrhcs in 1957 cursed plastics in saying: 

Figure 9: Computerchips 

F i p r e  10. A tree by Via Appia 

"Despite names that would suit a Greek shepherd (polystyrene, 
phenoplast, polyvinyl, polyethylene). . . this i s  agrareless material, lost 
between exuberance of rubber and the.pat 'ilr~ardness of metal. "" 

Set up against this, the meaning ofplastic for the Italian 
designer Alessandro Mendini from 1990 creates a colourful 
material contrast stating: 

Clean air, realfiod, undeveloped hndscapes patn us moderns, the 
'?entzmental robots': We do not like them, nor do we know how to 
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use them. The boundaries between real andfalse have vanished, 
everything has become make-believe; people and things are like 
mirror-images or souvenir of themselves. In this context, plastic 
becomes the perfect, multiform material to resolve our need for 
ambiguity and simulation. Plastic-the word itseelftells it-is so 
without identity as to have, on the contrary, an infinite number 4 
identities. It allows us to say that "today, any image ispossible. l 3  

In a sophisticated way we have learned to control and 
refine material identities, but the way nature provides materials 
neither correspond to the laboratory situation nor to the com- 
puterized reality. More rhan this identities of material also 
inherit semiologic meanings of poetry and expression. A mate- 
rial entity for architecture could be a hut as well as an atomI4, and 
the properties ofthe tree as well as theinformation ofamicrochip 
could form identities of architectural materials. 
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